The following Cubans were reported to be studying in the USSR under scholarships granted by the Cuban government:

- ACOSTA MORENO, ROBERTO
- AGUILAR, JUSTO
- ALVAREZ CANACHO, ENRIQUE (E. D. G.)

The information in this report is arranged as follows:

- AUGUSTO MORENO, ROBERTO: The Foreign Ministry requested information about this scholar, who is studying in the USSR. His grandmother died in Havana, and his family received an answer to their cable. The embassy replied that he was released on 20 April 67, 22 April 67, and 24 April 67.

- AGUILAR, JUSTO: The embassy reported to the Ministry of Education that this scholar was traveling on 21 April 67.

- ALVAREZ CANACHO, ENRIQUE: The embassy reported that the scholarship had been cancelled and that the scholar was leaving on 4 May aboard flight 101 to return to Havana via Prague on 5 May 67.

The embassy reported to the Ministry of Education that this scholarship had been approved and that the scholar was working very hard and had been accepted by the Ministry. He returned to Cuba on 10 May 67.
AVILA LOPEZ, LUIS ENRIQUE; MINA, INES; ORTEGA, CARMELO; OCAÑA, TERESA; BRAYO, NABERO: The embassy informed the Ministry of Education that five scholarship holders (one technical student, one trainee, and three graduates respectively) were leaving on 13 June aboard flight SU-407; (13 Jun 67).

CALVO, MICHEL: Military scholarship holder at a military school in Moscow, telephone number 46-6000, extension 550 or number 520012. Mailing address: Box Office Box 138; (7 Mar 67).

CARBONELL, RUDI; AGUILAR, CARMAEL; The Foreign Ministry noted that the Cuban Ministry of Education had received a request from the Cuban Embassy in Moscow for a trainee scholarship holder to be sent. The luggage of CARBONELL should be sent to the District of Nueva Granada on the 11th of June. The Ministry of Education was informed that he would be traveling on a TU-114 flight on 27 April and that ARMINIO GUERRA who was ill, would travel on the same day aboard the Cuban flight; (19 May 67, 27 Apr 67).

CHABE, NELSA: The Embassy informed the Ministry of Education that this scholarship holder was leaving on 29 June aboard SU-047 and told them to have her examined by a doctor and admitted to the hospital; (29 Jun 67).
CONRAD, MARIA; ROGELIO, SILVA, ALFREDO; the embassy was informed that these two theology scholars were to take an additional three-year course under Professor MIKOVSKY. They did not know Russian and had not read any English, they would like to take the course in English while studying Russian at the same time (22 Mar 67).

CONCEPCION, MARIA; the embassy informed the Ministry of Education that this graduate left on 23 May aboard Flight 78047 (26 May 67).

CORONA, HIRIA and son; MARGARITA, ARTURO; NORMAN, ALFREDO, JULIA; the embassy informed the Ministry of Education that these three scholarship holders and the latter who is in the Scholarship Office of the embassy were travelling to the SU Flight on 4 July and that probably four more would also leave (6 Jul 67).

CRUZ, OMAR; the embassy informed the Ministry of Education that this scholarship holder was leaving on 8 June aboard Flight SU 047 (5 Jun 67).

DEL TORO, MARIA; CAYETANO; ENRIQUE; the embassy informed the Ministry of Education that these graduates were leaving on 24 June aboard Flight SU 047 (24 Jun 67).

DIAZ, VICTOR; CAMPANONI, PAOLO; ATUL BAI, JOSE; MONICA, RAUL, JORGE; VARGAS, RAUL; ALVAREZ, JORGE; GARCIA, ENRIQUE; GONZALEZ, JOSE; GOMEZ, MARCOS; the embassy informed the Ministry that these scholarship holders left on 11 Jul aboard the SU Flight (12 Jul 67).

ESTEBAN, JESUS; BIEL; MARGARITA; ALFREDO, MARIA CONCEPCION; FARIAS, SUA; the embassy informed the Ministry of Education that one of these graduates, who is an Ill, and two graduated on 21 Jul and boarded SU Flight 7 047 (19 May 67).

BERNAZ, LUIS; the Ministry asked the embassy to request the SU scholarship holders that they could use the SU scholarships (14 Apr 67).
FERNANDEZ COFREN, PEDRO: The Foreign Ministry informed the embassy that the application for this apprenticeship was rejected (23 May 67).

GARCIA MARIA CARIDAD; MORALES CESAR, ALVARADO FRANCISCO: The embassy informed the Ministry of Education that the graduates left on 12 March aboard 70-116 because the apprenticeship was canceled (8 May 67).

GAFOS VIGIL, ARMANDO: A UJC Committee member in Moscow named LUKA; RIVAR; in charge of Foreign Relations for UJC, informed mechanical engineering students at the University of Havana should come to Moscow to see a specialist about having another operation for burns he suffered in an accident. Money for his passage had not been provided, but funds were needed for his stay (10 Apr 67).

GARCIA HERNANDEZ, FRANCISCO: The Embassy asked the Ministry of Education to inform ASIO-12 PLANES of the Energy Department of the Higher Electrical Engineering School that because of curricular reasons, six students would specialize in mechanics or in mechanical engineering. The Ministry informed the Embassy that because no adverse action had been taken against these apprentices, the decision had been changed from having them study mechanical engineering (17 May 67, 26 May 67).

GERASIM VG; UMAR; A.; PSIHIKA, DMITRI; A.: The embassy informed the Ministry of Education that these graduates were leaving Moscow on 6 June for Leningrad. They asked that their families be informed (6 Jun 67).

JIMENEZ LORE E.: in Leningrad, he is in the Academy.

GONZALEZ R.; H.; WI; EUGENIO: The embassy informed the Ministry of Education that these Academy students for the Academy of Sciences would leave Leningrad on 17 May and 18 May (17 May).

GONZALEZ R.; V.; FORMER STUDENTS: received applications from a request.
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MARÍN, JOSÉ; RANEIRO, MANUEL; The embassy informed the
Ministry of Education that these graduates were leaving on

MARTÍNEZ SOLER, FRANCISCO; MARTÍNEZ SOLER, RUBEN;
ALVÉEZ, LEOPOLDO; QUESADA SANCHEZ, MANUEL; The embassy informed
the Ministry of Education that these scholarship holders would
leave 16 June from the port in Ladingrad on the ship KITASPA for
their vacations (5 Jun 67).

MARTÍNEZ VALERA, ALIJA; The Ministry of Education informed
the embassy that this scholarship holder should serve his
probationary period and asked to be notified if she would
finish it before her vacation (3 Jun 67).

MARTÍN BERNÍN, ILÍRA; PEREZ PERDOMO, MARIA; PEREZ
ABAROY, and his wife, INA; BIELOBAROVA; The embassy reported
to the Ministry of Education that the graduates MARTÍN, PEREZ
ABAROY, and his wife, and the wife of the other graduate were travelling
on the ship KITASPA (27 Jun 67).

MARTÍNEZ, RAUL; The embassy reported to the Ministry of
Education that this graduate was leaving for Cuba on the ship KITASPA from Odessa (26 May 67).

MONTERO, ORLANDO; The embassy informed the Ministry of
Education that this scholarship holder was not traveling to
Cuba by plane, but was leaving on the ship KITASPA from Odessa on 28 April (26 Apr 67).

MONTEZ, NORMA; BATISTA SILVA, JOSE LUIS; The embassy
informed the Ministry of Education that these scholarship
holders at the University of Leningrad had served their
apprenticeships and were leaving the New York port aboard
the ship RABINDROVA on 25 May for Cuba (26 May 67).

MUNÉZ, ORLANDO; CASTILLO, JOSE ALVAREZ SOTO;
MIGUEL ANGEL, Sr.; The Foreign Ministry informed the embassy
that these engineering post graduates from the Cuban
Institute of Meteorology, who were specialists in meteor-
ology at the Academy of Sciences of the U.S.S.R., were
to take a course in Tropical Meteorology, and Public
Health, were leaving on 2 May (2 May 67).
The Ministry of Labor and Industry (MINAC) informed the embassy that he had left his family, but the Ministry of Labor did not provide the information.

The embassy informed the Ministry of Labor and Industry that the family member had finished their studies and was leaving.

The embassy informed the Ministry of Labor and Industry that the family member was not yet young. She was ill and had to leave on 9 May, aboard flight SU-047.

Paz Iglesias, VIDA: Moraes, Diego; Salazar, Calixto; The Ministry asked for information about scholarship holder Paz Iglesias, who had been in excellent health.

The Ministry informed the embassy that Paz Iglesias had graduated, Moraes, and Salazar, who were going on vacation to see his sick wife, were leaving on flight SU-047 (6 May 67).

Paz Iglesias, Teresa; Vina Quintana, Ana: The embassy informed the Ministry that the graduate, Paz Iglesias, had not been able to leave yet, but would leave with his son on 21 June, aboard flight SU-047. The Ministry was asked to notify the family at phone No. 30-4395. The embassy also reported that the MINAC graduate Vina would be leaving on the same flight (13 Jun 67).

Perez, Aurelio: The embassy informed the Ministry of Education that this scholarship holder of the University of London who will finish his studies on 15 July requested to stay in Argentina for an internship in Cuba. He had been planning on this since December. The Foreign Ministry replied that they could try to carry out the plans although they could not guarantee it, but they wanted to maintain the original program (26 May 67, 1 Jun 67).

Perez, Mario: The Ministry informed the embassy that this scholarship holder had been selected for the TU flight because of his work.
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The Ministry of Education of the Kingdom of Belgium asked the University of Brussels to hold a conference on "The Role of Education in the Development of the Economy." The conference was scheduled to take place from 15 to 20 April. However, due to unforeseen circumstances, the conference was postponed by one week.

The Ministry also informed the University that all students, including international students, would receive a grant of 20% of their tuition fees. This decision was made to encourage more students to enroll in the university.

Rodriguez, who was a student at the University of Brussels, requested an extension of his visa to remain in Belgium until the end of the conference. The university administration approved his request, and he was able to stay in Belgium for the duration of the conference.

Rodriguez also expressed his concern about the financial burden of attending the conference. He was grateful for the support of the Ministry and hoped that more students would benefit from similar support in the future.
Bolsheviks. The embassy reported that the Ministry of Education had informed the Ministry of Labor that a scholarship holder was in no condition to travel and that she had just given birth to a child on 18 July.

The embassy informed the Ministry of Education that the student had left Russia on a Soviet ship on 27 April aboard the S.S. "Vasiliy Klykov." (9 May 57).

The Ministry of Education informed the Ministry of Labor that the scholarship holder was leaving on 23 May aboard the S.S. "Vasiliy Klykov" because of a nervous disorder. (9 May 57).

BOLSHEVIK. The embassy asked the Ministry of Education to have someone meet this student and her daughter before they left on 22 June aboard flight SU-047. (22 June 57).

Bolshevik, Galitsko. The embassy asked the Ministry of Education whether this scholarship holder should travel by air. She had just been released from hospital on 5 June. The husband, a colonel, informed the embassy that his wife's illness and said he should be there. (5 June 57). He was later informed that he was to travel on 22 June aboard flight SU-047. (10 June 57).

SANCHEZ, EVELIA. The embassy informed the Ministry of Education that this scholarship holder and her daughter were traveling on 27 April aboard the S.S. "Vasiliy Klykov." (27 April 57).

SANCHEZ, CARLOS JORGE. The embassy asked for news about this engineering scholarship holder at the University Technical Institute; (16 May 57).

SOTO, Ramon; RELA, GALITO, GRACEO, ISIDRO, PASCO, ALVAREZ, TERESA; RAYLAN, DOLORE. ALVAREZ, FRANCO; LUIS; The embassy informed the Ministry that five of these graduate scholarship holders were going to
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DEAR [NAME],

[Body of the letter discussing the situation and need for action.]

Sincerely,

[Your Name]